Tool and Material Management with **twinio**

An App by **tapio**

to manage all your tools and materials

www.tapio.one
Tools & Materials Overview

**Overview**
of all your tools and materials

**Detailed View**
for more information about your tools or materials.
Predefined parameters can be edited.

**Scan Function**
for easy recognition of your tools and materials

**Storage Location**
Keep the overview by assigning materials and tools to storage locations

1. Tapio partners which integrated their machines.
2. Availability varies by machine type and manufacturer.
What would be possible, if you could ... 

... get all data and information about your tools and materials directly from the manufacturer in digital form?

... see at any time and anywhere where which tool or material is located?

... digitally display your entire production?

+ **twinio** gives you access to digital tool and material data of our partners

+ You can also save your individual data for each tool and material.

+ The scan function helps you to capture and identify your tools and materials

+ Assign your tools and materials to your own predefined production areas. For example storage location, hall, cell, machine, aggregate ...
WOOD IS DIGITAL. ARE YOU?

tapio is easy to get. And easy to use.

1. Register your company at www.tapio.one.
2. Enter your machines
3. Define production and storage areas
4. Add your colleagues as users
5. Go to tapio shop and buy licences
6. Assign licences to users
7. Open the app and
   login with your user account.
Done!

Connect your tapio ready machines
without additional costs within a few minutes.
The fastest way is with the simple code exchange via QuickConnect!

“tapio readiness” and possible updates can be checked with each machine manufacturer.